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(c)    Release  by  a   Judgment.      Evidently   a judgment obtained  through  a suit at law in favor of the plaintiff dis-charges all further right of action against the defendant in the case  so   adjudicated.      His   former   right is now merged in what is called a contract of record, and this is discharged by the payment of the judgment, or by such satisfaction as can be obtained  by   process   of   execution.    An   adverse  judgment against the plaintiff does not discharge the obligation or right of action unless this adverse judgment  was  rendered  on the merits of the case.    Of course any judgment may be set aside by the court in which it is rendered, or  set aside by a higher court, in which case judgment may be entered in favor of the other party if so ordered, or the parties may be remitted to their original positions.
(d)    The discharge of right of action through Lapse of Time is in virtue of certain statutory limitations providing that after the lapse of a certain period of time, which is different for different kinds of contracts, the right of action under the contract ceases to exist, and is said to have been discharged   by lapse of time.    Even in the absence of any statutory provision the courts will not allow a  case to  be opened on a contract which has long stood as a dead letter.    In the common law the period of time which bars  the  right  of  action   is   commonly twenty years.    This will apply even to sealed instruments, and for parole agreements this  time will  be   shortened   and  discharged by payment presumed for shorter periods.
It must not be understood, however, that the courts will allow either party to an agreement to benefit through lapse of time from a fraudulent contract, although the lapse of an unreasonable time before suit is entered by the defrauded party will have the effect of affirming the contract. In other words-the law reasonably requires that in case of either fraud or breach of contract a prompt recourse to the courts shall be had.

